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1 
This invention relates to thermal exchange or 

transfer elements and more particularly to ex 
change elements of the helically ?nned tube type. 
A primary object of the invention is to provide 

a helically ?nned tubular exchange element of 
generally improved characteristics. 
A more speci?c .objectis to provide an ex 

change element of the stated type wherein the 
?n is formed in a manner calculated to set up 
a desirable turbulent scrubbing action of the 
circulating air over the ?nned surfaces of V the 
element, without, however, appreciably increased 
pressure drop, thereby materially improving the 
thermal transfer characteristics of the element. 

Still another object is to provide a thermal 
exchange element of the stated type wherein the 
?n is integrally bonded to the tubular element, 
1. e., the mating surfaces of the ?n and tube are 
bonded over the entire mating area. 
The invention resides further in certain struc 

tural and mechanical features and details herein 
after described and illustrated in the attached 
drawings, wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a vertical elevational view partly in 
section of the ?nned tubular element of the 
present invention. 

Fig. 2 is a detail view showing a section of the 
helical ?n material with its radial corrugations 
and tapered cross-section; ‘ 

Fig. 3 is similar to Fig. 2 except that the cor 
rugations have less amplitude; 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged detail of a ?n brazed or 
soldered to the tubular element and shows the 
outer periphery of the element clad with a coat 
ing of brazing material. 
The invention contemplates fabrication of a 

thermal exchange element in the form of a 
helically ?nned tube wherein the ?n is corru 
gated radially with the corrugations having a 
maximum depth or amplitude at the outer edge 
of the ?n and becoming progressively shallower 
and narrower and terminating within the latter 
at a point located at a substantial distance from 
said outer edge but not inwardly beyond the ap 
proximate midpoint between said two edges. 
Reference is now made to the drawing and 

more particularly to Fig. 1 wherein a ?nned 
tubular element is illustrated which comprises a 
tube 1 having an helical ?n 2 wound thereabout 
and projecting outwardly therefrom to effect 
efficient heat transfer between the tube and the 
ambient air. The ?n is provided with a plurality 
of corrugations 3 extending radially inwardly with 
respect to the longitudinal axis of the tube and 
terminating within the Width of the ?n at a 
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point located a substantial distance from the 
outer edge but not inwardly beyond the approxi 
mate midpoint between the inner and outer edges, 
the ?n progressively decreasing in thickness from 
the inner edge to the outer edge thereof. 'The 
zone of the ?n adjoining the corrugated area is 
undistorted to provide for unobstructed flow of 
air adjacent the tube. 1 

The ?n of Fig. l is not bonded to the tube but 
rather is wrapped tightly around the tube in. the 
course of manufacture of the ?nned tubular ele 
ment. The ?n, however, may be removed after 
the wrapping operation and may be used sep 
arately for other purposes. As shown in Fig. 4 
a bonding medium 6 may be employed to secure 
the fin to the outer surface of the tube. The 
bonding medium disclosed extends ‘throughout 
the mating area of the surface of the tube, i. e. 
between each successive convolution of the helical 
?n. ’ 

,In Fig. 3 a modi?ed form of an helical ?n is 
disclosed in which the amplitude of the corru 
gations is less than that shown in Fig. 2. It will 
be understood that the ?n of Fig. 3 may be sub 
stituted for the ?n of Fig. 1 if a ?n having such 
characteristics should be desired. , 
In order to bend a strip edgewise around a 

tube, either the metal at the inside radius must 
be thickened, resulting in a contraction of the 
inside edge, or the metal at the outer radius 
must be thinned, resulting in a lengtheningof 
the metal circumferentially. This latter action 
is employed in the present instance to ‘bend the 
strip around the tube. The thinning action is 
produced preferably by compression through the 
medium of a roll and anvil and the resulting 
curvature of the strip will vary in accordance 
with the amount of thinning. If the outside edge 
is compressed and thinned to a greater extent 
than is necessary for bending the strip to the 
required radius—in the present instance the 
radius corresponding to the outer cylindrical sur 
face of the tube—the metal in the outer edge 
portion of the strip, being longer than necessary 
for the desired radius, will be forced to assume 
the wrinkled or corrugated form. In other words, 
the over-stretching of the metallic ?bers is. taken 
up by the increased circumferential length of 
the corrugated outside edge of the strip. 
As illustrated, the corrugations or waves de 

crease progressively in both width and depth 
toward the inner edge of the strip and terminate 
short of said inner edge at points located a‘sub 
stantial distance from the outer edge but not 
inwardly beyond the approximate midpoint be 
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~ tween the inner and outer edgesso that the inner 
edge de?nes a smooth helical curve, this smoothly 
curved inner edge, which by reason of the char 
acteristic tapered cross-sectional form of the 
strip is of substantial thickness, being pressed 
?rmly against the surface of the tube. This 
tapered form is desirable in that it constitutes 
the most ef?cient shape for thermal transfer and 

is thereforenmore ,eco'nomicafin- that .for given requirement a~' ?rf with forina‘tion'w?l 
use less metal than would be necessary with an 
other shape. ' 

It is to be noted that .iozgntinggthe stripes 
described above, it is not necessary thatztliezstrip 
be upset against the surface of the tube, since 
a corrugated strip can'be produced‘withoiit' the 
tube l or equivalent bearing-?iorlthe. inner.‘edgev 
of the strip by causing the over-extended metal ' 
at the outer edge to upset in effect against‘ the 
inner portion of the strip. 
:fl‘heuaforedescribed. invention-"promise ah?n 

ish'edgproduct; of highIy‘?avora-ble characteristics 
, line-b01513; structural, andfunctional respects; . The 
‘establishment of the-:integralnbond; between the 
inn and the . base .member thermating 
-.surfaces: ofthei?n andmemberare bonded over 
‘the-i entire smelting areathrough. themedinmpof. a 
brazing alloy having characteristics tn withstand 
deterioration‘ at elevated; temperatures; consti 
- tntes; in itselfra material, improvementinthe art, 
both astoithe-strength and; durability; ofithehond 
and?thee?iciency" ofzheat?ow between the: ?n 
and thebase: elementato which the ?nis attached‘. 
-.The gentle. ;corrugations\ nearuthe outer; edge 
.‘of~ the r. ?niwhicnterminata at; points , inherited a 
substantial distance;frornitherouteriedge but not 
iinwatdlyc beyond; the. apprcximateunidpoint be; 
tween theinner and} outeri‘edgesysorthatt an um 
id-istor’ted, surface, of “substantial. .width i. is; pree 
sented inward of the corrugated area, produce 
‘insthee use“ ofzthe ?nishedlarticle; a. turbulent 
scrubbing action, ofLt/he without ‘appreciably 
higher pressure .droprthait. accounts; ?or' addir 
tionalethermal . transfer. forzthe equivalent 
area .of: an. adiiitionaltwelveor nionenper'cent c 
over a straight tin-.01: oneizcorrugatedl; theeinner 
“edge,- thereof. ' 

‘ Itisto, be understood thatthere maybe-in?rm 
substantial; modi?cation detaiiscroifboth 
‘apparatus? and ‘method; without departure; from 
the: invention. 7 

disclaim-z 
'. 1.-~In.. a. heat. exchanger comprising. 9.‘. tubular 

member: having asCYliDdI‘iGQ-LSUDECELEJ length; or 
strip.» material; forming: _a _ ,continunns:v helicalg?n 
,securedzonis'aidimemben andsprojecizing' ontwatde 
lyrfrom; said: cylindrical surface,-.-th'e, outer: edge 
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of the ?n provided with a plurality of spaced 
transverse corrugations, each of said corruga 
tions extending inwardly from the outer edge of 
the ?n and terminating within the latter at a 
point located a substantial distance from said 
outer edge but not inwardly beyond the approxi 
mate midpoint between said two edges so that 
the zone of the projecting portion of the ?n ad 
!ioi'ifin‘g; said ‘surface isiundistoig'téak saiid'icorruga 
v‘tions decreasing progres'si've'iy‘v in‘both ‘width and 
depth from said outer edges to their points of 
"termination. 

2', exchanger in accordance with claim 
lwherein said helical ?n decreases in thickness 
from said cylindrical surface to the outer edge 

>3’ Buh??ti exchanger, a length of strip ma 
' terial forming a continuous helical ?n, said strip 
material-‘decreasing inrthickness from the inner 
edge thereof to the outer edge thereof, the outer 
edgelct the-:?'nprovide'd' ,pmr'ality’of spaced 
transverse corrugations; each corruga 
tionsiext'ending; inwardly trams the: dates: edgei‘of 
ithea?n and terminating withinrt'he; latteniat a 
points-located’. a, substantial: 'distance'iromi: said 
outer edge but, not; inwardly.v beyomli the", 

' mate. midpoint between said ltwoiiedgesisd that 
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of is“ undistorted, saidi. corrugations decreasing 

progressively; imbothswidthrandi depth; from: ‘outeriedgesitdtheir pointsz'of 

=Referenees- tlitedziinmtheil?le OfiothiSi D?i??lim 


